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INTRODUCTION 

There is a growing awareness amongst researchers, that with the development of new and improved analytical 
instruments that generate significant volumes of digital information, existing data management strategies are 
no longer adequate. It is incumbent on these researchers to ensure that data generated through their research 
efforts is stored in a manner that it is complient with both University and funding body best-practices. 
 
The Analytical Centre Data Management System (ACData) has been designed as a new web-based tool to 
support researchers with their data management problems. ACData has been developed to capture and curate 
research data from selected analytical instrument at the University of NSW. The goal of the project was to 
provide a system that would be adaptable, in terms of how users from different disciplines utilise the system to 
align best with their own research practice. Extensible, with regard to the availability of instruments connected 
to the system and the ability to add additional instruments at a later date without knowing what they may be, 
and reusuable, with respect to the research data by providing users the ability to share information with other 
researchers. 

DATA MANAGEMENT 

In order to achieve these goals the data management strategy for ACData focuses on three aspects of storage . 
Firstly, the raw data generated by the instruments is collected prior to any processing. From this, and/or from 
additional processed data, metadata is extracted. We have avoided mandating or prescribing particular 
metadata schematas as a result of interview with researcher. It was evident from these discussions that 
researcher were often unclear as to which schema best applied to them as they varied from discipline to 
discipline, the longevity of the schema and that the information required for some schemas required 
significant additional input from the researcher and this would be a barrier for uptake of the service. Hence, 
the metadata captured with ACData is what it automatically generated by the instruments duing the data 
generation process and we also provide the ability for users to add any additional metadata they feel is 
necessary as key-value pairs. The last aspect of data storage is the generation of a visualisation of the data. 
This was highlighted by the researchers as vital as it provide an easy tool for them to identify or determine the 
relevance of a dataset without the need to download and open it within 3rd party software. 
 

 
Figure 1: Structure of ACData 

Once the data has been collected it is then organised within a hierarchy developed to mimic a typical 
file/folder structure that users are familiar with on modern operating systems, however, additional layers have 
been included to represent a common research workflow. The four levels of data organisation include: 

• Projects: are the top-level group object or folder which will constitutes a complete set of work, and 
are required before you can start collecting datasets. 
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• Experiments: or sub-projects are a way of subdividing projects into smaller components In order to 
better structure your data. Experiments are not compulsory and can be skipped if desired 

• Samples: are the smallest of the group objects and represents a sample or material on which you 
have conducted the actually testing. You can create a number of samples with the same name within a 
project or experiment as they are given individual identification numbers. This is to accommodate 
situations where you may have multiple physical samples of one material. 

• Datasets: are the equivalent of files and represent actual data you have collected and imported. 
Dataset must be associated with a particular sample. Types of dataset will vary according to the type of 
instruments it was collected from. 

Whilst this system is designed to be similar to a typical research workflow, it recognises that researchers have 
differing needs and is flexible enough to be adapted by a range of researcher according to their needs. 
 
ACData promotes collaboration amongst it users through the ability to provide access to your research data to 
other users of the system. This is done through the management of access privileges. On a per project basis, 
data owners can designate other users as either collaborators, who are provided read-write access to the 
project and can contribute new data to it, or as members who only have read access to the data. This tool will 
be particularly useful amongst research groups and centres within the University and is hoped also promote 
the general reuse of data within the wider research community. 
 
Reuse and sharing of research data is not currently common practice amongst the users targeted in this 
project and this is often due to lack of suitable tools for sharing, where the researcher can maintain sufficient 
control of their data. ACData has included a simple interface for users to be able to sharing information about 
their data, or the data directly to three external repositories which include:  

• Research Data Australia (RDA): Users can export whole projects to RDA. Information is 
captured automatically from the project details and additional information not already captured is 
prompted for the user to include.  

• Electronic Laboratory Notebook (ELN): Users are able to share individual datasets to their own 
ELN blog. The files linked to a dataset are included within the blog post within the blog entry, 
metadata attached to the dataset is also posted. 

• Membrane Research Environment (MemRE):  In similar fashion to the ELN individual 
datasets are shared with this repository. Additional information is required before it can be sent to 
this service and users are prompted for it during the export process. 

INSTRUMENT MANAGEMENT 

The development of an instrument management tool was vital to the success of the project, in particular the 
ability to add and remove instruments throughout the life of the ACData system. This recognises that a non-
editable list of instrument would limit the longevity of the system given that instruments are regularly 
upgraded, decommisioned or newer instruments purchased. It was also important these these changes could 
be made without the need for additional software development wherever possible. 
 
To achieve this instruments are define within ACData according to; 

• Name – A unique name is required that should be description enough to researchers to identify 
readily 

• Instrument Class – Predefined classes of instruments have been created. This categorises them to 
make it easier for researcher to find the correct instrument. There are currently 7 classes: NMR, FTIR, 
Raman spectroscopy, UV-Vis Spectroscopy, Capillary Porometry, Potentiostats. 

• File Definition – based on a review of the data generated from instruments we have created a 
number of file definition scripts which are used to extract the metadata from the files. This allows for a 
single definition file to be used across a range of instruments or instrument classes. Adding a new 
instrument that can utilise the existing script eliminates the need for any code development. There is 
also the capscity to add additional definition files to be able to include completely new types of 
instruments who generate different types of data, however this requires some software development. 

• Visualisation Type – describes how to visualise a particular dataset based on its file type. As with 
the file definitions, additional visualisation scripts can be added for new type of visualisation or new 
type of data at a later time. 

In addition to this information, further optional data can be added to describe an instrument in order to be 
able to generate a service record in RIF-CS for any of these instruments. 

OUTCOMES 

This project has created a new way for researchers store, manage and curate their research data in a structured 
and readily accessible manner. By developing a tool that is easily extensible in terms of both instrument 
management and sharing capabilities we believe it can grow in to a geniune institutional reseach data 
management service that can be impletemented within any research centre or lab across UNSW. ACData 
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provides the University with a tool for retaining research data in a secure manner, identifying its ownership 
whilst maintaining its confidentiality. 
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